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Class 1 Sample Question:

English:

1. Choose the odd word out.
(A) Railway station (B) River (C) Train (D) Bogie

2.Identify the picture and fill in the blanks to form the correct spelling.
UMBRE_ _A

(A) UMBRE L L A

(B) UMBRE L A A

(C) UMBRE E L A

(D) None of these

3. Identify the verb.

Rohit is going to school.

(A) Rohit (B) going (C) School (D) To

For que 4 & 5.From the given picture, answer the following
questions

4.My Name is Aarav, i am a _______________
(A) Plumber
(B)Doctor
(C)Firefighter
(D)Teacher
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5.My job is to control ___________ in the building .

(A) Electricity
(B) Fire
(C)Security
(D)Patients

Mathematics and Aptitude:

6.Select the smaller animal.

(A) (B)

(C) Both are same (D) None of these

7. Rinku has 20 balls. He gives 5 balls to his sister. How many balls does Rinku have
now?

(A) 15 (B) 10 (C) 25 (D) 5
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8.Select correct pair of similar shapes:

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

9.Which of the following shows a correct descending order?

(A) (B)

(C) (D)
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10. Count the number of birds

(A) Five (B) Six

(C) Three (D) Seven

Science:
11. What do humans take during breathing ?

(A)Water (B)Fire (C) Air (D) None of These

12.Look at the picture and complete the following sentence.

Always cross the road at ________ crossing.

(A)Tiger (B)Fox

(C)Zebra (D)Footpath

13.Which part of our body tells us the taste of food?

(A) Eye (B) Nose (C)Tongue (D)Hands

14.Choose the correct sequence of words to complete the paragraph given below.

Summer days are while winter days are . A strong wind

blows on . Monsoon days are

(A) Cold, hot, a windy day, rainy (B) Rainy, cold, a hot day, windy
(C) Hot, cold, a windy day, rainy (D) Windy, hot, a rainy day, cold
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General Knowledge
15. Which of the following is the National Fruit of India?

(A)Apple (B)Mango

(C)Orange (D) Grapes

16. Who is the current Chief Minister of Delhi?

(A) Mr. Narendra Modi (B) Mr. Ram Nath Kovind

(C) Mr. Arvind Kejriwal (D) Mrs. Pratibha Patil

17.Identify the festival related to the picture shown

(A)Diwali

(B) Eid

(C)Holi

(D)Christmas
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18.Tick the machine which we use inside the house

(A)Car (B) Washing Machine

(C) Petrol Pump (D) Aeroplane

19.When someone helps me, I say________ _.

(A) You are welcome (B) Thank you

(C) Good morning (D) Excuse me
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Computer
20.A computer is a machine which helps us to ______.
(A) Play games (B) Watch movies (C) Listen to music (D) All of these

21.You hear sound from which part of a computer

(A)Mouse (B)Keyboard

(C)Speaker (D)Monitor

22.What does the CPU in a computer stand for?
(A) Control Processing Unit (B) Call Processing Unit
(C) Central Processing Unit (D) Copy Processing Unit

Answers:
1.B 2.A 3.B 4.C 5.B 6.A 7.A 8.A 9.A 10.D
11.C 12.C 13.C 14.C 15.B 16.C 17.D 18.B 19.B 20.D
21.C 22.C


